Abstract: Viscosity is one of the most important governing parameters of the fluid flow, either in the porous media or in pipelines. So it is important to use an accurate method to calculate the oil viscosity at various operating conditions. In the literature, several empirical correlations have been proposed for predicting undersaturated crude oil viscosity. However these correlations are not able to predict the oil viscosity adequately for a wide range of conditions. In present work, an extensive experimental data of undersaturated oil viscosities from different samples of Iranian oil reservoirs was applied to develop a Fuzzy model to predict and calculate the undersaturated oil viscosity. Validity and accuracy of these models has been confirmed by comparing the obtained results of these correlations and with experimental data for Iranian oil samples. It was observed that there is acceptable agreement between Fuzzy model results with experimental data.
Introduction
Crude oil viscosity is an important physical property that controls and influences the flow of oil through porous media and pipes. The viscosity, in general, is defined as the internal resistance of the fluid to flow. Oil viscosity is a strong function of many thermodynamic and physical properties such as pressure, temperature, solution gas-oil ratio, bubble point pressure, gas gravity and oil gravity [1] .
Numerous correlations have been proposed to calculate the oil viscosity. These correlations are categorized into two types. The first type which refers to black oil type correlations predict viscosities from available field-measured variables include reservoir temperature, oil API gravity, solution gas-oil ratio, saturation pressure and pressure [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The second type which refers to compositional models derives mostly from the principle of corresponding states and its extensions. In these correlations beside previous properties, other properties such as reservoir fluid composition, pour point temperature, molar mass, normal boiling point, critical temperature and acentric factor of components are used [10] [11] [12] .
Experimental Data
In this study, PVT experimental data of five sample oils from Iranian oil reservoirs have been used. These * Corresponding author; Email:reza abedini20@yahoo.com data include oil reservoir temperature, saturation pressure, API gravity and solution gas-oil ratio at reservoir temperature. Reservoir oil viscosities have been measured at various pressures above and below the bubble point pressure for different temperatures. Statistical experimental data are shown in Table 1 .
Undersaturated oil viscosity correlations
Under-saturated oil viscosity correlations, which usually use saturated crude oil viscosity and pressure above the bubble point to predict viscosity of undersaturated oil reservoirs. These correlations are Beal [2] , Vazquez and Beggs [6] , Khan Correlation [13] and Kartoatmodjo and Schmidt [8] .These correlations are shown in Table 2 .
Fuzzy Model
In 1965, Zadeh [14] introduced the concept of a fuzzy subset and studied its properties on the lines parallel to set theory. In this paper we present a fuzzy logic based method to identify the forecasting models. The advantage of prediction methods based on fuzzy set theory is to be able to express the models obtained in the form of fuzzy rules which are very close to human language.
A fuzzy set is characterized by a membership function µ f [0, 1], which associates each element with a 
Kartoatmodjo and Schmidt, 1994 [8] 
grade of membership in the fuzzy set. The main purpose of a fuzzy system is to achieve a set of local inputoutput relationships describing a process.
Inference using fuzzy logic
The most important two types of fuzzy inference method are Mamdani's fuzzy inference method, which is the most commonly seen inference method. This method was introduced by Mamdani and Assilian [15] . Another well-known inference method is the so-called Sugeno or Takagi-Sugeno-Kang method of fuzzy inference process. This method was introduced by Sugeno [16] .
Generally, Mamdani fuzzy models are more interpretative than T-S fuzzy models from a human perspective and thus can better explain and describe a modeled system's behaviors. T-S fuzzy systems, on the other hand, are more expressive as they can achieve a high modeling accuracy with a relatively small rulebase. However, the T-S fuzzy rules contain functional consequents that do not lend themselves well to human comprehension. With respect to a single-input-singleoutput system of y = f (x), the structures of a Mamdani and T-S fuzzy rule are described using Equation 1. Two prediction methods were employed for the study: neural networks and fuzzy logic.
Neural networks are capable of modeling complex nonlinear phenomena. Their main drawback is that they result in a 'black box' model, in other words the model obtained is represented in the form of equations which are not easy to interpret or justify [1, 17] . Fuzzy logic also allows one to model complex nonlinear phenomena. The advantage of prediction methods based on fuzzy set theory is to be able to express the models obtained in the form of fuzzy rules very close to human language. This allows us to easily explain and justify the predictions made by the models. Figure 1 shows a fuzzy inference system. It consists of fuzzifier, defuzzifier and fuzzy inference engine.
Results and Discussion

Validation of undersaturated oil viscosity correlations
The accuracy and ability of each mentioned correlation for predicting undersaturated oil viscosity was checked with experimental data and Figure 2 shows this comparison. This figure confirms the disability of correlations for accurate prediction of oil viscosities. The parameters for gaussmf represent the parameters σ and c listed in order in the vector. There is one output to the fuzzy model: viscosity.
Development of Fuzzy model
In practice, fuzzy modeling is applied using local inferences. That means each rule is inferred and the results of the inferences of individual rules are then aggregated. The most common inference methods are: the max-min method, the max-product method and the sum-product method, where the aggregation operator is denoted by either max or sum, and the fuzzy implication operator is denoted by either min or prod.
Especially the max-min calculus of fuzzy relations offers a computationally nice and expressive setting for constraint propagation. Finally, a defuzzification method is needed to obtain a crisp output from the aggregated fuzzy result. Popular defuzzification methods include maximum matching and centroid defuzzification.
Furthermore in this study, the fuzzy reasoning results of outputs are gained by aggregation operation of fuzzy sets of inputs and designed fuzzy rules, where max-min aggregation method and centroid defuzzification method are used.
The fuzzy model rule surfaces showing the relationship between pressure (P), pressure bubble (P b ), viscosity bubble (µ b ) and viscosity (µ) are given in Figure 4 . 
Accuracy of proposed Fuzzy model
Here, the accuracy of the proposed models in this work, as well as the correlations previously discussed, is checked. Using the 86 real cases data series of Iranian oils, the results of this work and other ones for estimating the oil viscosity are compared. Figure 6 shows percent relative error distribution for all correlations and models which is defined by Equation 2. Table 3 reveals average relative error (ARE), absolute average relative error (AARE) and standard deviation (SD) for undersaturated oil viscosity correlations respectively. ARE, AARE and SD are defined as below [17] .
Conclusion
Generally the most common method for calculating viscosity of crude oils is viscosity correlations. However these correlations fail to predict oil viscosities at wide range of operating conditions such as pressure and temperature. In this work a new Fuzzy model for estimation of undersaturated Iranian oils have been proposed. Input parameters for these models are pressure, saturation pressure and saturation viscosity, which are easily measured in oil fields. The results obtained using Fuzzy model was compared with experimental data. Finally, it was found that in comparison with correlations previously published in the literature, the ability and accuracy of new Fuzzy model for predicting oil viscosities is better.
